
THE 5 STEP SHORT-CUT TO FREEING UP AN EXTRA 8 HOURS PER WEEK 
AND SPENDING MORE TIME WITH YOUR FAMILY

THE EMAIL FREEDOM

BLUEPRINT



Hi
My name is Chris Rudolph. I’m a husband, father of three, 
business coach and the creator of 6 Figure Freedom.  I’m on 
a mission to see coaches and consultants achieve the 
freedom they dreamed of when they �rst started their 
business…so that together, we can build thriving businesses 
and world-changing families!

I specialize in helping coaches and consultants who are 
underpaid, hustling around the clock or missing out on 
family time.  I �rst help them get to 6-�gures, fast, and spend 
more time with their families. Once we hit 6-�gures, we 
aggressively scale to even greater levels of freedom.

To achieve freedom, we work on 5 things…

Being Clear: developing a clear vision for your future, clear communication in your 
marketing and setting clear expectations for your clients and team.

Getting Laser-Focused: aligning your schedule and daily actions to see your vision 
come to life.

Designing Your Model: designing a simple, scalable and highly pro�table business 
model that aligns with your passions, strengths and personality type.

Automating Your Marketing: architecting and implementing automated marketing 
systems that attract and convert your ideal, high-paying clients.

Staying Accountable: holding you accountable throughout the roller coaster ride 
of being a business owner.

This short guide will show you how.
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While working with my clients to achieve more freedom, email is regularly identi�ed as the 
#1 opportunity for improvement.  The reason for this is because it can occupy anywhere 
from 10-20 hours per week, but is also a huge mental drain.  The end result of a week of 
checking and responding to email is frustration, exhaustion and spending hours in your 
inbox instead of being with your family or doing the things you love.  I call this being a slave 
to your inbox.

6-Figure Freedom is the signature program that I created to help you get to 6-�gures, fast, 
and spend more time with your family.  It has 9 essential steps – The Email Freedom Blueprint 
is part of the 2nd step, Narrow Your Focus.

Here’s why your business needs an Email Freedom Blueprint
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The key to being free and not a slave to your inbox is simple:  you need an email system 
that not only helps you get more done in less time, but helps you prioritize how to get the 
right things done.

You wouldn’t dare board an airplane where the crew wasn’t using a pre-�ight checklist 
system, would you?  Then you shouldn’t open up your email inbox without an effective 
email checklist system in place.

The Email Freedom Blueprint is broken up into 5 steps: ORGANIZE with 4 folders, FILTER your 
inbox to zero, BATCH your email time, RESPOND the smart way and REDUCE the number of 
emails in your inbox.

The Email Freedom Blueprint is the 5 step short-cut to freeing up an extra 8 hours per week 
and spending more time with your family.

After using the Email Freedom Blueprint, you’ll be able to breeze through your email and 
get to inbox zero on every single work day.  How cool is that?  This means more time, less 
stress and more freedom for you and your family.
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Here are the 5 key steps for using The Email Freedom Blueprint

Create these 4 email folders and place them at the very top of your email folders list…

• Reply TODAY
• Reply THIS WEEK
• Reply SOMEDAY
• WAITING To Hear Back

STEP 1: ORGANIZE with 4 Folders

• Only check and respond to email 1-3 times a day, at scheduled recurring time  
 blocks.

• Plan out the exact day, time and length of your “Email” time blocks for each week.   
 Enter them into your online calendar, such as Google Calendar, as a recurring  
 appointment.

• When you’re not in one of your scheduled “Email” time blocks, eliminate distractions  
 by turning off all email noti�cations and closing down all email windows.

• Clearly communicate your email expectations to those around you (see below). 

Feel free to copy, customize, and paste this into your email signature…

PLEASE NOTE:  I regularly check & respond to email at ___am and __pm during the week.  
This allows me to focus on being more productive so that I can serve you better.  If you have 
an emergency, please call {me/my assistant} at 555.777.1234.  Thank you, {insert your 
name}.  

Gmail Installation Instructions: Settings, Signature, Select your email, copy-customize-paste, 
save changes.

I �rst learned this concept from Tim Ferriss’ book, 4 Hour Work Week .  

STEP 3: BATCH your email check and response times 

During your daily email check & respond times, go through your entire inbox using the 
3 Click Rule, where you choose one of the following three actions for each email… 

 #1 DELETE
 #2 FORWARD email to another person
 #3  MOVE emails to appropriate folder 
 (either “Reply TODAY”, “Reply THIS WEEK”,“Reply SOMEDAY” or archive into another folder)

STEP 2: FILTER your inbox to zero with the 3-Click Rule
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Tip 1:  Send reply emails only during check and respond times.

Tip 2:  Use the 3 Sentence Reply Rule-each reply should be 3 sentences or less.

Tip 3:  If your reply will need a response from the other person, CC yourself on the email  
 and place it in your “Waiting To Hear Back” folder for future reference.

STEP 4: RESPOND the smart way

Unroll.me is free online tool that searches all your email subscriptions and after 
unsubscribing from what you don’t want, you can combine the subscriptions you 

would like to scan into a beautiful daily digest called the Rollup.  If there are still some 
email subscriptions that you would like to receive in your inbox as usually, no problem.
Instructions:

• Sign up for free account at www.unroll.me and login

• Go thru each of your email subscriptions and choose “add to rollup”, “unsubscribe”,  
 or “keep in inbox”.

• Choose the time of day you would like to receive your daily Rollup of emails; either  
 morning, afternoon, or evening. 

• Select list or grid view

• While viewing your Rollup, you can view any individual email or send it into your 
 inbox with one click.

Key Terms

Batching is the grouping of similar tasks that require similar resources in order to 
streamline their completion.

Time Blocking is setting aside an intentional amount of time for speci�c tasks and 
making an intentional effort to not allow the distractions or interjections of others to 
break that focus. After the block of time is up, take a planned break, then begin the next 
block of focused time. Each block of focused time is dedicated to one task or set of 
similar tasks (batched tasks).

STEP 5:REDUCE with UNROLL.ME

I learned the 3 Click Rule and the 3 Sentence Rule from Chris Ducker’s book, 
Virtual Freedom.
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READY TO LAUNCH…

"Working with Chris has undoubtedly changed 
our business, and our lives, for the better.  As a 
husband and wife duo who co-founded a 
fast-growing Facebook Advertising consulting 
business two years ago and continues to work 
side by side everyday, we were �nding 
ourselves buried in unanswered client emails, 
seemingly endless to-do lists, and disparate 
sets of business and life goals. We were 
overwhelmed, frustrated, and feeling like our 
own business wasn't in our control. In just a 
couple of months of coaching, Chris has 
already helped us come back to center. We 
excitedly look forward to our weekly sessions
and we know that we're growing as both business owners and as people through our 
ongoing work with Chris." ~ Andrew and Gracie Foxwell, Foxwell Digital, Madison, Wisconsin

The 6 Figure Freedom™ Program
At the start of this short guide, you saw a ladder diagram, which showed how the Email 
Freedom Blueprint �ts into Step #2 of the 6-Figure Freedom program. 

If you want to take and install the entire 6 Figure Freedom™ program into your business, 
the next step is to schedule a short 15 minute 6-Figure Freedom Readiness Audit at 
www.freedombusinessfamily.com/schedule. 

To learn more about the 6 Figure Freedom™ program, go to 
www.freedombusinessfamily.com/programs.
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